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Background
The BFBi is the only international trade association representing the 

entire value chain supplying the food and drink industry worldwide. 

From seed merchants, grain merchants and maltsters through to 

production and packaging machinery suppliers, the Association 

provides a one-stop shop for those working in the industry, including 

weekly updates of news, support to attend international exhibitions 

and lobbying to maintain direct contact with key decision makers. It 

currently has over 2,000 members.

Brief
The BFBi dinner requires a formal dining hall setting for its prestigious annual event attended by members and overseas 

guests. On the day of the dinner, the Association also holds its Annual General Meeting which requires a separate room 

arranged in theatre style. Preceding the dinner is a drinks reception, an essential element in the evening programme 

allowing members to network and meet industry contacts old and new.

The Brewing Food & Beverage Industry Suppliers’ Association 
(BFBi) was formed in 1907 for the hospitality industry. In 2011, the  
Eastern Section held its tenth annual dinner at Robinson College 
in Cambridge, attended by 140 people from UK-based companies. 
A winning combination of first-class food, impressive public areas 
which can accommodate all the event’s requirements and a highly 
experienced conference team have kept the Association coming 
back for more.

Robinson College has all the ingredients  
for a prestigious Association dinner



Event
“The number of people attending the annual dinner varies from year to year but is usually around 140, as it was this year”, 

reports Melissa Abbott, BFBi’s Chairman for 2010-2011. “This event is in fact the one where the Chairman hands over to 

his or her successor for the year ahead.

“Following our AGM during the afternoon – we use the Linnett Room for this – we start our evening with a drinks 

reception at around 6.30pm. This is held in the Balcony from which members can see the formal dining hall below. This 

year the Robinson staff even organised some special cooling jackets for the barrels of beer served so that they were kept 

at the right temperature – just another example of how they go the extra mile.

“One of the main benefits of Robinson College as a venue for us is that everything is located in one place. There is also 

onsite overnight accommodation for those members who choose not to travel home.

“Following the drinks reception, everyone takes their place for dinner according to the formal table plan which is clearly 

displayed. This is decided well in advance of the event and Robinson’s Catering Manager Christine James liaises with our 

Head Office on how we want the table layout to be.

“We then enjoy a delicious dinner comprising local seasonal ingredients, served by a highly efficient team and 

masterminded by Glenys Denton, Food & Beverage Supervisor who keeps the schedule right on time. Over the years,  

the Association’s Eastern Section has built up a reputation for having the best food at its annual dinner and this year  

was no exception!

“The catering team at Robinson delivers every time, for a discriminating audience which is itself involved in the 

hospitality industry. It’s a tall order and a challenge they rise to year after year. In addition to the main menu, the team  

is also good at handling specific dietary requirements for our members.

“During and after the dinner there are speeches and then the evening concludes at around midnight.

Result
“This year – our tenth annual dinner in a row at Robinson - went perfectly. The food was simply fantastic and the speed  

at which it was served was brilliant! I had many comments from guests who said it was the best food the College had 

ever done for us. 

“For 2012, the date is pencilled in the diary and we will start the planning process with the Robinson team at the 

beginning of January. For us it’s a winning combination as the College provides everything we need to make our annual 

dinner enjoyable – both for members and organisers”. 
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Robinson College was purpose-built with conferences in mind to bring in revenue and regularly hosts residential and 

day conferences for over 250 delegates and drinks and canapé receptions for up to 700. Registered as a charity, it offers 

modern buildings, traditional values and year-round conference facilities. These include purpose-built theatres with 

state-of-the-art audio visual technology supported by trained technicians, award-winning cuisine and a location that 

allows excellent access from major road links and yet only a short walk from the historical centre. Robinson College has 

been awarded official Fairtrade College Status and holds AIM Silver and 4* Campus accreditations.

Robinson College

Grange Road  Cambridge CB3 9AN

Telephone 01223 332859  Fax 01223 315094

conference@robinson.cam.ac.uk

www.robinson.cam.ac/conferences


